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Abstract
Objectives: To assess improvement in the completeness of reporting coronavirus (COVID-19) predictionmodels after the peer review process.
Study Design and Setting: Studies included in a living systematic review of COVID-19 prediction models, with both preprint and peer-

reviewed published versions available, were assessed. The primary outcome was the change in percentage adherence to the transparent
reporting of a multivariable prediction model for individual prognosis or diagnosis (TRIPOD) reporting guidelines between pre-print
and published manuscripts.

Results: Nineteen studies were identified including seven (37%) model development studies, two external validations of existing
models (11%), and 10 (53%) papers reporting on both development and external validation of the same model. Median percentage adher-
ence among preprint versions was 33% (min-max: 10 to 68%). The percentage adherence of TRIPOD components increased from preprint
to publication in 11/19 studies (58%), with adherence unchanged in the remaining eight studies. The median change in adherence was just 3
percentage points (pp, min-max: 0-14 pp) across all studies. No association was observed between the change in percentage adherence and
preprint score, journal impact factor, or time between journal submission and acceptance.

Conclusions: The preprint reporting quality of COVID-19 predictionmodeling studies is poor and did not improvemuch after peer review,
suggesting peer review had a trivial effect on the completeness of reporting during the pandemic. � 2023 The Authors. Published by Elsevier
Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
Keywords: Peer review; Reporting guidelines; Prediction modeling; COVID-19; TRIPOD; Adherence; Prognosis and diagnosis
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What is new?

Key findings
� In this study, we compared adherence to the trans-

parent reporting of a multivariable prediction
model for individual prognosis or diagnosis
(TRIPOD) statement for studies developing or vali-
dating coronavirus (COVID-19) prediction models
with a preprint version available, before and after
the peer review process.

� The findings of this report demonstrate a poor
quality of reporting of COVID-19 prediction
modeling studies among preprint versions, which
did not improve much following peer review.

� Most TRIPOD items saw no change in the fre-
quency of their reporting, with only the coverage
of discussion items being substantially improved
in the published version.

What this adds to what was known?
� While it has previously been reported that the

adherence to reporting guidelines for prediction
modeling studies was poor, our findings also sug-
gest that the peer review process had little impact
on this adherence during the pandemic.

What is the implication and what should change
now?
� The implication of these findings is that a greater

focus is needed on the importance of adhering to
reporting guidelines by authors as well as checking
during the editorial process.
1. Introduction

The coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic presents a
serious and imminent challenge to global health. Since
the outbreak of COVID-19 in December 2019, in excess
of 529 million cases have been confirmed in over 200 coun-
tries with over 6 million deaths [1]. Given the burden this
pandemic has placed on health care systems around the
world, efficient risk stratification of patients is crucial.

Diagnostic and prognostic prediction models combine
multiple variables in order to estimate the risk that a spe-
cific event (e.g., disease or condition) is present (diag-
nostic) or will occur in the future (prognostic) in an
individual [2]. In 2015, in an effort to improve the
completeness of reporting of studies developing or vali-
dating prediction models, the transparent reporting of a
multivariable prediction model for individual prognosis or
diagnosis (TRIPOD) statement was developed [2,3] and
subsequently endorsed by several journals and included in
the library of the enhancing the quality and transparency
of health research (EQUATOR) network, an international
initiative that seeks to promote transparent and accurate
publishing via the use of reporting guidelines.

However, previous studies have demonstrated incom-
plete reporting of studies developing or validating predic-
tion models [4,5]. One study assessing 170 prediction
model studies, which was published just prior to the intro-
duction of the TRIPOD statement in articles across a wide
range of clinical domains, found the median percentage of
TRIPOD items reported to be just 44% [4]. More recently, a
living systematic review of all COVID-19-related predic-
tion models critically evaluated over 230 models, and
concluded that almost all of the models were poorly re-
ported and were subject to a high risk of bias [5].

Poor reporting is considered to be a contributing factor
to the high proportion of avoidable clinical research waste
[6,7], an issue that was estimated to affect up to 85% of all
research prior to the COVID-19 pandemic [8]. It has been
suggested that research waste increased during the
pandemic for a number of reasons, including the rise, in
the widespread use of preprint servers to communicate
COVID-19-related research findings, prior to journal peer
review [9]. As COVID-19 swept the globe, the use of pre-
print servers to disseminate research findings skyrocketed
in an effort to militate against delays in the dissemination
of research that traditional publications faced. However, it
was suggested that preprints prior to peer review led to irre-
sponsible dissemination of flawed research and to such poor
reporting that a critical appraisal of the methodology and
trustworthiness of results became difficult [9]. The vast
number of preprints made public during the pandemic pro-
vides a unique opportunity to investigate whether these
concerns are justified. It is of interest to compare the
completeness of reporting of COVID-19 prediction models
between preprint and peer-reviewed publications to identify
areas related to the development, validation, and subse-
quent reporting of prediction models which were improved
upon following the peer review process and crucially, areas
which were not improved.

We, therefore, investigated whether peer-reviewed arti-
cles are different in their completeness of reporting of
COVID-19 prediction models as compared to non-peer re-
viewed versions of the same article. In particular, we aim to
explore the adherence to the TRIPOD Statement for studies
developing diagnostic or prognostic COVID-19 prediction
models when released as a preprint and compare this to
the published article following peer review.
2. Methods

This study is based on articles identified and included in
a living systematic review of all COVID-19-related predic-
tion models by Wynants et al. (third update, published
January 2021) [5]. Studies were included in the living
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systematic review if they developed or validated a multivar-
iable model or scoring system, based on individual
participant-level data, to predict any COVID-19-related
outcome. These models included three types of prediction
models as follows diagnostic models to predict the presence
or severity of COVID-19 in patients with suspected infec-
tion; prognostic models to predict the course of infection
in patients with COVID-19; and prediction models to iden-
tify people in the general population at risk of COVID-19
infection or at risk of being admitted to hospital with the
disease [5]. The latest update of the living systematic re-
view included all publications identified from database
searches repeatedly conducted up to 1st July 2020. Further
details of the databases, search terms, and inclusion criteria
used for the living review have been published previously
[5]. Aspects of both the PRISMA (preferred reporting items
for systematic reviews and meta-analyses) [10] and
TRIPOD [2,3] guidelines were considered when reporting
our study.
2.1. Inclusion criteria

For this study, we included all published articles (post
peer review) from the latest version of the living systematic
review [5], with an earlier preprint version of the same
article available on either the arXiv, medRxiv, or bioRxiv
server. Additionally, we included all preprint articles which
were included in the living systematic review and were sub-
sequently published in a peer-reviewed journal (search
dates for published versions: July-September 2021). If
more than one preprint version of a report was available
on the respective server, the most recent version was re-
viewed. An exception was made for preprint versions
posted after the date of submission to the journal to ensure
the preprint version being included was drafted prior to the
peer review. We included preprints published a maximum
of 2 days following the date of the first submission to the
journal (to allow a window for preprints to become avail-
able following submission to the server). We excluded re-
ports with: missing information on the preprint upload
date, manuscript first submission date, prediction models
based upon only imaging/audio recording data, and sub-
stantial changes to the aims/objectives of the study between
preprint and published reports.
2.2. Data extraction and calculating adherence to
TRIPOD

The data extraction form (www.tripod-statement.org/
wp-content/uploads/2020/01/TRIPOD-Adherence-assess
ment-form_V-2018_12.xlsx) consists of 22 main compo-
nents which appear on the TRIPOD checklist [2,3]. They
relate to items that should be reported in the title and ab-
stract, introduction, methods, result, and discussion of a
prediction modeling study, as well as additional informa-
tion on the role of funding and supplementary material.
Several of the 22 components are further split into items,
that all need to be adhered to in order to achieve adherence
to that specific component. For studies reporting on both
model development and validation, there are a maximum
of 36 relevant items of adherence. For studies focusing
on model development only and for studies solely focused
on external validation only, there are a maximum of 30
relevant items of adherence [2,3].

Data were extracted by one reviewer (MTH), from both
the preprint and published version of the article. A second
reviewer (LA) independently extracted data of both ver-
sions of nine articles (five randomly selected articles, plus
all studies with increases in adherence from preprint to pub-
lished version of O10% (three), and the one study which
appeared to have a poorer adherence in the published
version than the preprint). Minor discrepancies in data
extraction of three of the preprint versions were observed;
these were discussed and resolved between the two re-
viewers without the need for reference to a third opinion.
Given the consistency in extraction between the two re-
viewers, it was concluded that single extraction on the re-
maining 10 articles was sufficient.

Based on the data extraction for the 21 main components
of the TRIPOD checklist (excluding Q21 relating to supple-
mentary information which is not included in the TRIPOD
scoring calculation), both versions of each article were
given an adherence score as detailed by Heus et al. [11].
A score of 1 was assigned if an item was adhered to in
the article and a score of 0 was assigned for nonadherence.
An article’s overall TRIPOD adherence score was calcu-
lated by dividing the sum of the adhered TRIPOD items
by the total number of applicable TRIPOD items for that
article. Percentage adherence (%adherence) was then
calculated. The above process was carried out for the pre-
print and the final published versions of each article.
2.3. Outcome measures and statistical analysis

The primary outcome of this study was the change in
percentage adherence score between the preprint version
and the published version of each article.

We summarized and described the percentage adherence
from preprint and published versions of the same article
and, in particular, the change in adherence (in percentage
points, pp) between these two versions for each study. We
further summarized the percentage adherence across all
studies, by type (preprint and published manuscript). The
proportions of preprints and published articles reporting in-
dividual components of the TRIPOD checklist were
described, and items where reporting changed substantially
between the two versions were identified. We assessed
whether there was an association between the published
version adherence score and the following factors of inter-
est, after adjustment for preprint adherence score:
(i) impact factor of the journal which published the article,
(ii) time between the first submission to the journal and

http://www.tripod-statement.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/TRIPOD-Adherence-assessment-form_V-2018_12.xlsx
http://www.tripod-statement.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/TRIPOD-Adherence-assessment-form_V-2018_12.xlsx
http://www.tripod-statement.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/TRIPOD-Adherence-assessment-form_V-2018_12.xlsx
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acceptance date, (iii) number of preprint updates made
prior to journal submission, (iv) number of days between
the start of the pandemic (11th March 2020 as per WHO
declaration) and manuscript acceptance, or (v) the presence
of a statement relating to the use of the TRIPOD reporting
guidelines in the journal’s instructions to authors. To quan-
tify these associations, we fit a series of linear regression
models with the adherence score of the published version
(rescaled to be a decimal between 0 and 1) as the dependent
variable and each of the above factors of interest (one at a
time) as the independent variable. Models were adjusted for
the baseline adherence score from the preprint version (re-
scaled to be a decimal between 0 and 1) in the regression
model.

For reports that were published in a journal with an open
peer review process, we also explored the following: (i) the
background of the reviewers, (ii) the number of reviewers/
peer review rounds, (iii) the explicit mention of TRIPOD
guidelines/checklist within the peer review document, and
(iv) whether key reporting items/elements on the TRIPOD
14 final published papers (out 
of 89) had a pre-print on one of 
the three servers*

58 papers with both
and a published ma

31 papers with two
(pre-print and final 
manuscript)

8 papers excluded as missing 
date of first submission for 
published version (N=2) or pre-
print version uploaded more 
than 2 days after first 
submission of the published 
version (N=6)

19 papers with a pr
published manuscr
in the final analysis

Development
N = 7

External Vali
N = 2

Fig. 1. Flowchart of article screening and inclusion/exclusion criteria. *Pre
**Three of the excluded papers whose aims changed between preprint and p
on model development, whereas the published version included an externa
checklist were raised by reviewers (even if TRIPOD was
not explicitly mentioned).
3. Results

Of the 169 studies in the Wynants et al. review [5], 58
(34%) were identified as having both published and pre-
print versions. Of these, 26 papers related to diagnosis or
prognosis through imaging, one concerned prediction via
audio recording, and eight had either missing information
on their initial submission date or uploaded the preprint
version more than 2 days (min-max: 11 to 63 days) after
submission of the published version and thus were excluded
from our analyses. A further four studies made substantial
changes in aims between preprint and publication, three
of which contained an external validation in the published
version which was previously not present in the preprint.
These three authors were contacted in order to ascertain
whether these amendments were preplanned; two of these
44 pre-print manuscripts on 
one of the three servers* (out 
of 80) had a final published 
paper available

 a pre-print 
nuscript

27 papers excluded from 
analysis as imaging studies 
(N=26) and/or prediction via 
audio recording (N=1)

 versions 
published 

e-print and 
ipt included 

dation Development + External 
Validation

N = 10

4 papers excluded from 
analysis as aims changed 
between pre-print and 
published versions**

print servers included were the arXiv, medRxiv, and bioRxiv servers.
ublished versions were due to the preprint version concentrating solely
l validation in addition.



Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the reports included within the analyses

Variable Median (lower quartile-upper quartile)/[minimum to maximum]

Preprint version percentage adherence 33 (30e50)/[10 to 68]

Published version percentage adherence 42 (31e57)/[10 to 71]

Change in percentage adherence 3 (0e7)/[0 to 14]

Journal impact factor 4 (4e7)/[3 to 40]

Number of days between first submission to the journal and acceptance date 80 (40e187)/[22 to 259]

Number of preprint versions prior to journal submission 1 (1e1)/[1 to 3]

Days between manuscript first submission and start of pandemica 67 (35e141)/[12 to 202]

Half way down n (%)

Presence of statement relating to TRIPOD on journal website

Yes 6 (32)

Noa 13 (68)

Preprint server

ArXiv 2 (11)

medRxiv 16 (84)

bioRxiv 1 (5)

Abbreviations: TRIPOD, transparent reporting of a multivariable prediction model for individual prognosis or diagnosis; STARD, standards for
reporting diagnostic accuracy studies.

a Includes 2 papers published in journals mentioning alternative reporting guidelines (EQUATOR and STARD).
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studies replied and confirmed that the addition of the
external validation was preplanned and added due to
external datasets becoming available at a later date. All four
of these studies were excluded from this study. This left 19
papers for our analyses as follows: 7 (37%) model develop-
ment studies (possibly with internal validation), two
external validation of an existing model (11%), and 10
(53%) papers reporting on both model development and
external validation (see Fig. 1).

The majority of studies (17, 89%) uploaded only 1 pre-
print prior to publication, with one paper (5%) uploading
two and one uploading three versions of their preprint
(Table 1). The median number of days between first sub-
mission to the publishing journal and acceptance was 80
(lower quartile (LQ)eupper quartile (UQ): 40 to 187) and
ranged from 22 to 259 days. The journal impact factor of
published articles ranged from 2.7 to 39.9 with an average
of 4.2 (LQ-UQ: 3.6 to 6.8), with most studies being pub-
lished in journals with no reference to TRIPOD or EQUA-
TOR on their websites (11 studies, 58%).
3.1. Changes in completeness of reporting following
peer review

Adherence to TRIPOD was highest on average in the
published manuscripts, with a median adherence of 42%
(LQ-UQ: 31% to 57%), ranging from a low of 10% to a
high of 71%. In contrast, median adherence across preprints
was 33% (LQ-UQ: 30% to 50%), ranging from 10% to
68%. Overall adherence was low, with only 4 preprints
and 6 published manuscripts adhering to more than 50%
of the items in the TRIPOD checklist (see Fig. 2). Adher-
ence increased from preprint to publication in 11 (58%)
of the studies assessed, with a median change in adherence
of 3 percentage points (pp) across all 19 studies (see Fig. 3;
LQ-UQ: 0 to 7). While no study had a lower adherence
overall in their published manuscript than in their preprint,
8 (42%) of the studies assessed showed no change in total
percentage adherence following peer review.

Unsurprisingly, there was a strong positive correlation
between preprint and published version adherence scores
(Pearson’s correlation coefficient 5 0.96). After adjusting
for the preprint adherence score, there was no evidence of
meaningful or statistically significant associations between
published article adherence score and journal impact factor,
time between journal submission and acceptance, the num-
ber of preprints uploaded prior to journal submission, the
number of days between the start of the pandemic and
manuscript acceptance, or the presence of a statement
relating to the use of the TRIPOD in the journal’s instruc-
tions to authors (Table 2).

The median adherence of published articles was similar
across the 6 journals that mentioned TRIPOD on their web-
site, and the 13 journals that did not mention TRIPOD on
their website (44% vs. 42%, respectively). Median adher-
ence was 49% in the 2 papers published in journals
mentioning alternative reporting guidelines (EQUATOR
[12] and Standards for Reporting Diagnostic accuracy
studies [13]) and 40% for 11 papers in journals with no
reference to any reporting guidelines.
3.2. Reporting of individual TRIPOD items

At preprint, only 5/36 TRIPOD-adherence items were
reported in more than 75% of the included studies (6/36
items for published manuscripts), with nine items reported



Fig. 2. TRIPOD adherence percent score for preprint and published versions of the 19 included studies.
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in less than 20% (fewer than three) of either published or
preprint manuscripts (see Supplementary Table S2). Five
items were reported less frequently in publications than in
preprints (Fig. 4, Supplementary Table S3), including those
surrounding details on how predictors were measured and
reporting of the full-model equation. Additional details
are given in Appendix 1 of supplementary material.
Fig. 3. Change in TRIPOD adheren
3.3. Assessment of open peer review

Open peer review was available for only 5/19 manu-
scripts [14e18]. Peer reviewers asked for a median of 4
TRIPOD items (min-max: 2 to 8), but only 1 reviewer
mentioned TRIPOD explicitly. Additional results are given
in Appendix 2 of supplementary material.
ce score across publications.



Table 2. Regression coefficients from models assessing associations between published article adherence scores and a range of variables

Model Covariate Coefficient (95% CI)

Model 1 Preprint score 1.01 (0.87 to 1.16)

Intercept 0.03 (�0.03 to 0.10)

Model 2 Journal impact factor 0.00 (�0.003 to 0.003)

Preprint score 1.01 (0.83 to 1.19)

Intercept 0.04 (�0.03 to 0.11)

Model 3 Time between journal submission and acceptance (per 28-day period) �0.005 (�0.01 to 0.004)

Preprint score 1.01 (0.86 to 1.15)

Intercept 0.06 (�0.02 to 0.13)

Model 4 Number of preprints uploaded prior to journal submission �0.03 (�0.07 to 0.02)

Preprint score 1.03 (0.88 to 1.18)

Intercept 0.06 (�0.01 to 0.13)

Model 5 Days between manuscript first submission and start of pandemica (per 28-day period) �0.008 (�0.02 to 0.003)

Preprint score 1.06 (0.90 to 1.21)

Intercept 0.04 (�0.02 to 0.10)

Model 6 Statement on the use of the TRIPOD in the journal’s instructions to authors

No (reference group)

Yes �0.002 (�0.05 to 0.05)

Preprint score 1.01 (0.86 to 1.17)

Intercept 0.03 (�0.03 to 0.10)

Abbreviations: TRIPOD, transparent reporting of a multivariable prediction model for individual prognosis or diagnosis.
a Start of pandemic was defined as 11/03/2020, corresponding to the date the WHO declared COVID-19 as a pandemic.
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4. Discussion

In this study, we have compared adherence to the
TRIPOD statement for studies developing or validating
COVID-19 prediction models with a preprint version avail-
able, before and after the peer review process. Peer-
reviewed articles showed low adherence and a modest
Fig. 4. Proportion of papers which adhered to the individual comp
improvement in adherence to TRIPOD-reporting items
compared to preprint versions of the same article.

Most TRIPOD items saw no change in the frequency of
their reporting, with only the coverage of discussion items
(including implications of research and the availability of
supplementary resources) being substantially improved in
the published version. This highlights the need for a greater
onents of adherence in the preprint and published versions.
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focus on the importance of adherence to reporting guide-
lines by authors and checking during the editorial process.
4.1. Comparison to other studies

Previous studies have shown that reporting of prediction
model research has generally been poor across medical dis-
ciplines [6,19,20]. This contributes to a vast amount of
avoidable research waste [7,8], as the lack of transparency
may obscure study biases and hinder reproducibility of the
reported results. The results of the current analysis, where
we observed a median adherence of 42% (LQ-UQ: 31 to
57%) among published articles, were in line with findings
from an earlier study by Heus et al. [4], which reported a
median adherence of 44% (LQ-UQ: 35 to 52) in 170
models across 37 clinical domains, in articles published
prior to the publishing of the TRIPOD statement. Since
the introduction of the TRIPOD statement [2,3], continued
poor reporting has been observed [21e23], with the present
analysis suggesting that current reporting quality in the
field of COVID-19 prediction is no different to the situation
prior to publication of the TRIPOD statement. This is likely
due to the less rigorous peer review and editorial process
for COVID-19 articles during the pandemic. When consid-
ering the reporting of individual TRIPOD items, our find-
ings are consistent with similar reviews in different
clinical areas. For example, Jiang et al. 2020, when discus-
sing reporting completeness of published models for mela-
noma prediction, also concluded that titles and abstracts
were among the worst-reported items from the TRIPOD
checklist, and that the discussion items (such as giving an
overall interpretation of the results, item 19b) were most
commonly reported [24].

Only 2 studies included in the present analysis were
focused specifically on an external validation of an existing
model; one of which had the best adherence and the other
being among the reports with the poorest adherence. These
findings are in agreement with previous research suggesting
that external validation of multivariable prediction models
is reported as equally poorly as model development studies
[25].

Regarding the change in completeness of reporting be-
tween preprint and published manuscripts of the same
article, our analyses showed an improvement in reporting
between preprint and published versions in 11/19 (58%)
studies with a median improvement across all included
studies of just 3 pp. While this small magnitude of improve-
ment in completeness of reporting is in line with findings
by Carneiro et al., where a difference in percentage report-
ing score of 4.7pp was observed between preprints and pub-
lished articles in 2016 [26], it is in contrast to findings from
other prepandemic studies which concluded substantially
improved quality of reporting in the published manuscript
[27,28].

Furthermore, while the main analysis focused on
comparing overall adherence between preprint and
published reports, several individual TRIPOD items were
reported less frequently in the published version than the
preprint, with other items being reported more frequently.

Of the studies included in this review, 12 out of 19 were
assessed for risk of bias using the Prediction model Risk Of
Bias ASsessment Tool at both preprint and publication, as a
part of the COVID-19 living systematic review by Wynants
et al. [5]. It was established that all 12 studies were at high
risk of bias at preprint, while 11 out of 12 were at high risk
of bias at publication. Only Carr et al. (2021) [15] improved
in overall risk of bias category between preprint and publi-
cation, due to the inclusion of an external validation and the
resolution of some unclear reporting in the published
report. While this study was among the better-reported
studies included in our analysis, the percentage adherence
in fact did not change between preprint and publication.
Given the strong overlap between the PROBAST risk of
bias assessment and the TRIPOD checklist, with many of
the items in the TRIPOD checklist being a requirement to
conclude low risk of bias, it is unsurprising that our assess-
ment of TRIPOD adherence was highly consistent with the
risk of bias assessment.

Given the limited number of open peer reviews available
for our included studies, we were unable to draw any mean-
ingful conclusions about the impact of the background of
the reviewers, or whether reviewers identified key reporting
issues, on changes to TRIPOD adherence. Previously, re-
viewers from statistical backgrounds have been seen to
improve reporting in biomedical articles, over-and-above
using solely field experts [29], and targeted reviews to iden-
tify missing items from reporting guidelines were found to
improve manuscript quality [30]. However, the available
open reviews suggest that statistical review of prediction
models seems to be rare in the field of COVID-19 predic-
tion, and just one of the peer reviewers’ comments included
mention of the TRIPOD checklist.
4.2. Strengths and limitations of this study

The current study has several strengths. Firstly, we ob-
tained an objective assessment of reporting quality, using
the TRIPOD adherence checklist (www.tripod-statement.
org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/TRIPOD-Adherence-assess
ment-form_V-2018_12.xlsx) to assess the adherence for all
included articles. Furthermore, extraction of adherence in-
formation was performed by medical statisticians with the
familiarity of the TRIPOD checklist and extensive experi-
ence in the field of prediction modeling research, to mini-
mize the risk of incorrect assessment. Finally, this study
included all studies from the latest version of a living sys-
tematic review of COVID-19 prediction models with an
earlier preprint version of the same article available, and
thus gives a complete view of state of the current literature.

There are also a number of limitations to the current
study in particular, given the TRIPOD adherence checklist
can be quite unforgiving in certain aspects. When

http://www.tripod-statement.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/TRIPOD-Adherence-assessment-form_V-2018_12.xlsx
http://www.tripod-statement.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/TRIPOD-Adherence-assessment-form_V-2018_12.xlsx
http://www.tripod-statement.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/TRIPOD-Adherence-assessment-form_V-2018_12.xlsx
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calculating adherence, each of the 22 TRIPOD components
are given the same weighting and importance, for example
a clearly reported title is given equal importance to clearly
reported statistical methodology. Additionally, despite
some of 22 items requiring only a single statement to
achieve adherence, others required reporting of up to 12
separate subitems to successfully adhere. While poor re-
porting for some TRIPOD components may hide possible
sources of biasor make the research question unclear on
first reading, others could lead to research being impossible
to replicate. For example, a study with inadequate reporting
of the statistical methods and results sections would likely
prevent the study from being replicated or the developed
model from being externally validated, whereas poor re-
porting of the title and/or abstract would likely not have
such severe consequences.

Secondly, this study reports on the differences in report-
ing quality between preprints and published peer-reviewed
articles for a relatively small set, limited to COVID-19 pre-
diction models published at the beginning of the pandemic,
where time pressures may have played more of a role on re-
porting than other studies before the pandemic, reducing our
ability to generalize our conclusions. The (lack of) detect-
able improvement is not necessarily attributable to the peer
review process. Authors or editors may initiate changes
without probes from peer reviewers, and authors or editors
may ignore or overrule peer review requests (for example,
to adhere to word limits). Furthermore, recent studies have
discussed the increasing importance of preprints in the
dissemination of research during the COVID-19 pandemic,
in particular addressing concerns around the lower quality
of preprints when compared to peer-reviewed manuscripts
and highlighting the importance of social media platforms
and comments sections of preprint servers in the informal
peer review of research [31,32]. With open peer review
available for only 4 of the 19 studies, we were limited in
our ability to ascertain whether changes in reporting
completeness were a result of formal peer review or a result
of journal requirements, editorial processes, or authors’ re-
formatting or editing of their report for submission. None-
theless, our assessment of the available open peer-review
reports indicates that peer reviewers generally requested a
small number of TRIPOD items in studies with considerable
shortcomings in reporting, indicating that peer reviewers
might not detect all omissions.
4.3. Implications for practice and areas for future
research

All prediction modeling studies included in this review
showed incompleteness in their reporting, with only some
improvement evident after publication. This suggests the
importance of reporting quality is currently largely over-
looked during the publishing process for prediction models.

While it is primarily the author’s responsibility to ensure
that their prediction modeling study is reported transparently,
including all important aspects of model development and/or
validation, it is currently unclear whether this responsibility
extends beyond the authors onto journal editors and peer re-
viewers. While many journals do include some form of re-
porting checklists as a submission requirement, these are
often unspecific or even irrelevant to the research questions
posed in prediction modeling. Inclusion of relevant reporting
guidelines as a submission requirement for journals (and pre-
print servers) publishing prediction research could improve
this state of affairs considerably. In addition to this inclusion
within the submission guidelines for authors, journals should
make it explicit whether the checking of completeness of re-
porting within a manuscript being reviewed is a task for the
editors or peer reviewers. If the latter, they should engage in-
dividuals with prediction modeling expertize in the peer re-
view process and/or remind invited peer reviewers of
prediction modeling papers of the available reporting check-
lists, such as TRIPOD, to check the completeness of reporting
within the manuscript being reviewed.
5. Conclusions

Preprint and published prediction model studies for
COVID-19 are poorly reported, and there is little improve-
ment in the completeness of reporting after peer review and
subsequent publication. These findings suggest limited
impact of peer review on the completeness of reporting dur-
ing the COVID-19 pandemic in the field of prediction
research. This highlights the need for journals to make
adherence to the TRIPOD checklist a submission require-
ment for prediction modeling studies in this field and to
engage more risk prediction methodology experts in the
peer review process.
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